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Abstract—This paper introduces a new way to detect and
improve the vulnerability of bulk power systems against the
intrusion and malicious acts of cyber hackers. For this aim,
detecting the most vulnerable part of the power grid to hacker
attack is needed. The method for finding the most vulnerable
substation inside the grid (fist pass model) and then finding the
most critical asset inside that substation (second pass model)
is presented. The suggested method performs Improvement in
overall vulnerability of the grid by calculating the risk of each
asset and placing a security agent on the most vulnerable
positions within the substation to prevent the cyber attacks as
most as possible.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Electrical power grid reliability is inherently difficult to
calculate and assess because of its dynamic nature. Changes
in load, unseen faults, and more recently the threat of cyber
attack all affect the grid’s ability to successfully supply bulk
power. This paper presents a paradigm for identifying and
ranking critical assets within an electrical grid based on
islanded load and limiting parameters.
To construct a general tool for risk assessment, an integration of physical features of power grids and substations with
cyber-related and security characteristics of such systems
is needed. To make the tool practical as well, a level of
aggregation in cyber security analysis should be considered
to avoid complexity and dimensionality which cannot be implemented with existing calculation capacities (An example
of one of these non-practical methods is huge attack graphs
used to evaluate the security of IT networks). Therefore, our
overall framework is decomposed as follows:
• First pass model which is run at grid level to identify
the most critical substation.
• Second pass model which is run at substation level to
identify the most critical component.
• Optimal implementation of security agents within the
substation to mitigate the overall risk of the substation.
1 This work is part of the project Protecting Intelligent Distributed Power
Grids against Cyber Attacks, which was conducted for the DoE Office
of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability under Contract DE-FC2607NT43313.
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This is done by considering cost constraints as well as
maintaining required level of quality of service.
The above models are implemented as a cyber-related risk
assessment tool.
II. F IRST PASS M ODEL
The objective of this model is to obtain a ranking for
the criticality of any substation within a power network.
Two models are developed and linked together to assign
risk measures for each substation. The first model would
be the business model which starts with the missions of a
particular network and goes all the way down to the network
nodes which are the substations (generation, transmission
and distribution) and establish a relationship between each
level in terms of the impact of the loss of each level
on the other one. The second model is the Network Risk
model which begins with the vulnerabilities at network
nodes level and using the business model developed earlier,
a risk measure at each level from network nodes to business
objective is obtained by overlaying the vulnerability index
and impact weight.
Much like the stochastic nature of unseen faults, the
threat of cyber attack is difficult to quantify and predict.
For the purposes of this paper, the threat of cyber attack
is considered uniform throughout the year. The zero day or
zero hour attack are terms used to describe the immediacy
of a cyber attack. In other words, a hacker will exploit a
vulnerability window as soon as he or she is able, not when
it is most convenient for them or most detrimental to the
system.
Considering cyber attacks adds a new dimension to the
traditional N-1 stability analysis. This test sums the islanded
load from each substation piecewise over an entire year.
In addition to the modified N-1 analysis, the use of
a vulnerability index provides another degree of freedom
for assessing risk. The vulnerability index relates physical
parameters of a substation to its likelihood of being attacked.
For instance a substation which has more network exposure
is inherently more vulnerable.

A. Result
The coupling of the N-1 analysis with the vulnerability
index combines the impact of an attack with the likelihood
of an attack and can allow asset owners to decide where
their system is in need of hardening.
Another advantage to this approach is that it considers
distribution substations as critical. During the majority of the
year, when the grid satisfies N-1, an attack on a distribution
station is the only way to achieve a loss of load. When
looking at a system over time, these distribution stations are
critical assets.
Each system is unique in its response to load fluctuations
and faults. As part of this exercise, a substation index
has been created to categorize substations into three types:
Generation, Transmission, and Distribution. This is another
tool which will allow asset owners to target certain types of
substations when looking to harder their system.
III. S ECOND PASS M ODEL
Earlier, we decomposed the vulnerability at asset or
substation level into three categories of unauthorized access, digital vulnerability and physical vulnerability. We
are mainly interested in those attacks that lead to physical
damage at the substation and/or grid levels. At the substation
level, any path that causes physical damage, starts with an
unauthorized access to the substation control, followed by an
exploitation of potential digital vulnerabilities at substation
control/comm.
In the second pass model, we try to find the most
vulnerable device or connection inside the substation. In
order to decrease the vulnerability of this element, and
subsequently the whole substation, we place a security agent
for monitoring and decreasing the probability of cyberattacks in this place.
Our approach is consisted of six steps:
1) Finding the criticality level of all the breakers in
the substation using the ”substation configuration” as
shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1.
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4) Calculating the vulnerability index of all the devices
and links inside the substation using the user’s answer
to the questionnaires.
5) Calculating the risk indices using the criticality, cost
and vulnerability indices.
6) Using the risk indices and their associated costs to find
the optimal implementation of the security agent.
A. Step 1: Criticality Computation
Criticality of each breaker is proportional to the frequency
of its usage inside the substation. To find the criticality, we
first find all the possible paths between loads and sources,
while satisfying the lines voltage constraints. Let m be the
total number of these paths, and ni be the total number of
appearances of the i-th breaker in all the paths. Using these
notations, we can calculate the criticality of this breaker as:
Cri = ni /m
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2) Building the attack graph using the ”automation system configuration” as shown in Figure 2.
3) Finding the possible attack scenarios (attack paths)
using the attack graph (shown in Figure 3) .

B. Step 2: Building the Attack Graph
Using the substation configuration, we find all the paths
from the possible entry points (the points from which
hackers can intrude the substation.) to each device within
the substation. Each of these paths indicates a possible way
for destroying the endpoint device and has a risk index
associated with it. The risk index indicates how probable this
scenario is to occur as well as its physical impact in terms
of the criticality of the component and associated costs.

C. Step 3: Attack Path

F. Step 6: Security agent placement

Inside the substation, some devices can be used by the
hacker to intrude into the system (e.g. an unused port on
a PLC can be an entry point into the substation). In this
step, we find all the possible paths from these entry points
to all the other devices. Each of these paths can be an attack
scenario.

We want to place the security agent somewhere to minimize the relative costs and maximize the substation overall
security. By placing a security agent on any element inside
the substation, the vulnerability of the element and all the
paths it belongs to will be decreased. By calculating the
risk index of all the intrudable elements in step 5, we have
a measure for how risky each element is against malicious
intrusions.
Based on the size of the substation, budget for purchasing
the security agents, number of risky elements and value of
their risk index, a decision can be made on how many agents
to be placed inside the substation.
We have to note that placement of the security agent
may have some drawbacks too, like lower bandwidth and
time delay. Using our optimization algorithm, we take all
of these constraints into account and will find the optimal
implementation that minimizes the cost, maximizes the
security, and keeps the bandwidth and overall delay safe
and within the acceptable range for each link.

D. Step 4: Vulnerability Index Computation
The first part of calculating the risk index is to find the
vulnerability index of all the connections (links) between
the substation elements (control and physical nodes). Vulnerability of each link is a function of several criteria such
as physical media used in this link, existence of firewall or
other intrusion detection systems, password strength, type of
operation system used to operate each control element (e.g.,
PLC), etc.
In order to take all of these criteria into account, we
make a questionnaire consisting of several sections. Each
section will reflect the effect of one of the above criteria.
After the user enters the automation system configuration,
he/she will be asked to fill this questionnaire for all the links.
Obviously, the user can leave some questions unanswered
and the system will assign default values to these questions.
The default answers will be updated automatically as we
update our database using the answers we get from different
substations around the country.
As mentioned in the earlier report [reference], hackers can
attack the substation in several ways. The damage he/she can
cause inside the substation includes: 1) Taking the control of
a controller device (like PLC or IED) and sending the control
commands to other elements controlled by this device, 2)
Changing the information flow (i.e. by causing delay and
making the messages outdated between two devices). We
denoted the vulnerability of each link to the information
and the control attacks by assigning a binary number (0 or
1) to information (I) and control (C) functionality of each
link.
All these attack characteristics will be computed with our
software, as soon as the user finish filling the questionnaire
.
E. Step 5: Risk Index computation
Risk is a function of threat, vulnerability and consequences (impacts). We assume the threat to be constant.
We calculate the vulnerability by using the answers to our
questionnaire and finally the consequence by calculating the
criticality and by taking into account the cost related to
cascading, failure and repair. By knowing these parameters
and having the possible attack path, which were calculated
by using the attack graph, we can compute the risk index of
each asset and find the most critical asset as the result.

IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a new way to detect and
improve the vulnerability of bulk power systems against the
intrusion and malicious acts of cyber hackers. We found the
most vulnerable substation inside the gird and then find the
most vulnerable asset inside this substation. We suggested
to improve the overall vulnerability by placing a security
agent on the most vulnerable positions within the substation
to reduce the overall risk and vulnerability of the vulnerable
substation and the whole grid as the result. All the steps
introduced in this paper are implemented as a cyber-related
risk assessment tool which is currently used by Rutgers
University and Siemens Company.
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